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1 Introduction

Software development environments provide software engineers tools for different phases in software development cycle. They are reported to improve software development productivity by automating certain work phases and reducing the amount of errors during the development cycle. Growing number of different tools in software development industry has brought a need of integration for tools used for certain work phase in software development process.

Tool integration can be seen in different ways. For one, it means shared resources of two or more tools, on the other hand it might refer to two applications sharing the same user interface and operational behavior. It can also refer to tool extension that integrates some functionality (e.g. modeling) in an existing software development platform.

In this article software engineering tool integration is reviewed. More specific, integration between MetaEdit+, tool for domain-specific modeling and Eclipse is considered. The main research problem deals with software engineering tool integration. How and on which levels tools are integrated. This is not limited to the technical aspect of the integration solution. Also the process in which tools are used is under review. Another perspective is integrating models and code. The implementation integrates models and code that are being manipulated in these tools.

Section 2 reviews the computer aided software engineering (CASE) tools, models in software engineering and domain-specific modeling in particular. The modeling environment MetaEdit+ and integrated development environment Eclipse are also looked over. Section 3 reviews the history and current situation of tool integration. Section 4 describes the implemented integration for MetaEdit+ domain-specific modeling environment and Eclipse. In Section 5, the related work to this subject is reviewed. Section 6 contains the conclusion.
2 Background

This chapter reviews the history of software engineering tools. Also the backgrounds of modeling and traditional software engineering and the tools related to them and this work are introduced.

2.1 CASE tools

The different approaches and activities in software development lifecycles are supported with different tools. They help developers with automatic activities and provide information about the software that is being developed. The tools are traditionally called Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools (Sommerville, 2008; Brown et. al., 1992). History of CASE tools begins from 1980’s and they were used in 1990’s for traditional software engineering. CASE tools are defined by Wasserman (1990) as “tools that address different aspects of the development process.” Sommerville describes CASE tools in more detail: CASE tools support different development activities like requirements engineering, design, program development, and testing. He also mentions that CASE tools provide automation and information about the development process and the software (Sommerville 2008).

The history of tools used for software engineering activities starts from 1970 (Gruhn, 2002). At that time, tools supported single activities related to programming such as text editing, code compiling or debugging. The applications used for these activities were stand-alone and isolated from each other. They didn’t provide any ready-to-use integration to other tools. Software developers had to build their own usage conventions for the tools they used. This was done with piping and redirecting tool outputs as inputs to other tools (Ossher et al, 2000).

The use of isolated tools led to tool integration. First, tools were integrated to use shared data (Gruhn, 2002). Later, user interface integration was also provided as part of integration. The first tools that combined and automated different activities were known as programming support environments (PSE). Ossher mentions Pan and Gandalf for the first
PSE’s (Ossher et al, 2000). As the PSE name stands for, environment combined tools that supported coding activities but left other software engineering activities outside.

The next generation of environments included tools that supported activities from wider range than coding. Software engineering environments (SEE) included tools that provided support for design and testing (Ossher et al, 2000). Compared to the first generation environments, PSE’s, SEE’s provided more comprehensive guidance for the developers through supported process and were able to automate certain activities. However, their drawback was tight binding to certain software process they supported leaving no choice for the people using them to extend or change that process (Gruhn, 2002).

Strict process consistency of the second generation software engineering tools raised the software process to general discussion and people started to pay attention to the process itself. Attention was paid on whether the tools and environments should have built tightly to support only certain process or if developers should be able to choose the best suiting tools for their needs and routines. Usually software processes exists with different levels of rigidity and require different tools that fit in process (Gruhn, 2002), so the most important features of software engineering environments should be availability and flexibility for different types of processes.

In more general, Ossher et al (2000) describe the problems of tools used in software engineering. Mostly, tools are designed for one context. For example, they support particular programming language or database; they run on particular platform or use only particular compilers. They might also require some other tools to work properly. All these leave the choices and wishes of software engineers working routines outside. A major issue is to find or provide tools and environments that are enough adaptable and flexible for different contexts. Essentially, there are two options that serve the problem area: tools that are enough basic and general to be used, for example text editors like vi or emacs, or environments that support plug-ins which extend the environments capabilities for different purposes.
2.2 Eclipse

These days most used environments for software engineering are integrated development environments (IDE). They aim to provide full support through the software development process providing tools for designing, coding, debugging and, testing. Eclipse\(^1\) is an open source IDE that has wide range of users. Mostly, it is being used for developing software with Java, but several other languages are supported as well. It is extensible with different plug-ins and provides environment for developing plug-ins also. Eclipse runs in all of the most common operating systems.

Eclipse environment consists of components that provide services for the user. They all operate on top of the Eclipse core that provides platform runtime and resource management for other components. Eclipse software development kit (SDK) provides \textit{Eclipse plug-in development environment}\(^2\) (PDE), which is toolkit for developing plug-ins for Eclipse platform. The plug-ins are written in Java.

Eclipse projects include frameworks for modeling and graphical editing of models. Together, they can be used as a graphical modeling environment that supports building domain specific language and tool. Eclipse Modeling Framework Project\(^3\) (EMF) develops modeling framework and code generation environment for Eclipse. Eclipse Graphical Editing Framework\(^4\) (GEF) provides graphical editors and tools for building and using graphical modeling languages. The third component is Eclipse Graphical Modeling Framework\(^5\) (GMF) that makes use of both EMF and GEF, provides application framework for building graphical editors and tools in Eclipse with domain modeling and code generation capabilities.

\(^{1}\) http://www.eclipse.org/
\(^{2}\) http://www.eclipse.org/pde/
\(^{3}\) http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
\(^{4}\) http://www.eclipse.org/gef/
\(^{5}\) http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/gmp/
2.3 Models in software development

When object-oriented programming languages increased their popularity in software development in late 1990’s and around 2000, Unified Modeling Language (UML) became the standard of modeling language for object-oriented software engineering and has been it up to these days. It supports modeling software’s structure and behavior, and it can be used for both design and documentation of software. Software engineering processes mostly consist of requirements engineering, design, development, testing, and deployment. In all these phases UML can be used for describing parts of the software for the particular practice of software engineering process. For example, at the development phase UML models give guidelines for the developers of how the software should be implemented.

Although UML stands for the standard of modeling language in software engineering it has limited capabilities of utilizing models. UML can hold the information of class structure and classes itself, from which class skeletons can be generated to source code. However, all the business logic needs to be written manually afterwards which, at the same time, rules out the possibility of developing the models and generating the class skeletons again without losing the manually written code inside previously generated classes (Selic, 2003).

2.3.1 Model-driven development

Model-driven development aims to utilize models for software implementation. Models can be represented at different abstraction levels lower levels being more specific to the application being developed. Model-driven development (MDD) primary focus is on model development instead of programs. The models are expressed using real world problem domain concepts which are not bound to the implementation technology. The higher abstraction level and bindings to the domain area dissociates the models from e.g. UML models used in design phase of software development. Still, MDD applies for any kind of modeling language, not necessarily for example full code generation from design models. (Selic 2003)
2.3.2 MDD Standards

Model Driven Architecture\(^6\) (MDA) is a standard for MDD of Object Management Group (OMG). The key standard of MDA is Unified Modeling Language (UML) which is used for model-based software design. Other standard technologies included in MDA are Meta-Object Facility (MOF) to express the models on a metalevel, XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) to enable metamodel and model transformation, Common Warehouse MetaModel (CWM) for data modeling, and Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) that enables distributed software components to work together.

2.3.3 DSM

Domain-specific modeling is an evolution of MDD. It utilizes the MDD approach, aiming to full code generation based on the software design models of the problem area. The models are based on metamodel, a modeling language, which is designed for the narrow domain for which the software is being developed. Models are views to the software being developed that follow the rules and specification of the metamodel behind them. The models and their elements refer usually more to the real world concepts rather than the code itself. A DSM solution includes also a code generator designed for the same domain. This enables the development to be done by modeling the application and generating the code from the models. A domain-specific modeling language usually covers only a narrow class of problems, rather than trying to be a general solution for all problems. By being designed for a specific task, it can offer the best possible support for that task. (Kelly & Tolvanen 2008)

To design software with models a metamodel is needed. The metamodel is a definition of the modeling language. It defines the concepts of language that are related to the domain area. The properties and bindings of the particular domain concepts together define the syntax and semantics of that particular language. The rules defined in the metamodel, prevents the modelers to produce illegal models. By specifying rules to the metamodel itself, the need for error checking’s in generation phase, or testing the output, decreases. (Kelly & Tolvanen 2008)

---

The third part of the DSM solution is the generator. Basically a generator says how to crawl through the models and what to output. Like the metamodel, the generator is always a domain-specific and cannot be used as a general solution. The generator is always specific to the models it’s used with and certain programming language and platform. Depending on the domain area, the metamodeler can define the code generator to output the code that is required.

Domain specific models capture usually the behavioral parts of the software. Besides that a program contains usually static parts, for example user interface components that are part of the program but are written as code only once and used when needed through software. In DSM, this is called framework code. The code generator will not generate the framework code but it makes use of the interfaces that the framework provides. (Pohjonen & Kelly, 2002).

Figure 1 Parts of a DSM project (Pohjonen & Kelly, 2002)
When speaking about domain-specific modeling we refer it to modeling. Although generators and the additional framework code would require continuous development work as well, modeling is referred to development in DSM context. Models can be represented as text, graphical diagrams, matrices or tables. Use of the graphical diagrams, matrices or tables gives the developer a better mapping to the real world domain that the text structure does. In many times the graphical modeling can be easier to work with compared to the textual modeling (Kelly & Tolvanen 2008).

Looking on the history and evolution of software engineering and programming languages, DSM has put the productivity of creating software in new level by providing more efficient and easier way to design software. The problem faced with different tools before DSM, was that the high level modeling language tool had fixed notation that where rarely suitable for the user’s needs. The raise of abstraction level is a similar step as programming language taking the place of assembler in 1970’s and 1980’s, or moving to third-generation programming language in 1990’s. The same phenomenon of raising productivity that is seen between assembler level programming and 3GL’s is seen also when moving from 3GL to DSM. DSM allows developers to stop working on the previous versions of source code and lets them concentrate fully on the domain-specific modeling language only in similar that was seen when there were no sense to edit the Assembler code generated by a compiler, but C code and then compile it again to generate new Assembler code.

2.3.4 MetaEdit+

MetaEdit+7 is Domain-Specific Modeling environment. It supports full DSM process from metamodeling to modeling and code generation offering graphical interface to create and edit models. MetaEdit+ runs in all most common operation systems.

Modelers and metamodelers use MetaEdit+ through its user interface, without need for hand-coding. However, for cases where other programs need access its data and operations, MetaEdit+ provides an application programming interface (API). The API is implemented as Web Service that receives SOAP calls from its clients. Clients make use of the API by making remote function calls to the MetaEdit+ API server. This solution

7 http://www.metacase.com/products.html
enables large range of different programming language to use the MetaEdit+ API. The API functions are described in web service definition language (WSDL) file, an XML description of functions available in the API server. Lots of different languages provide tools for reading a WSDL file and generating language like method stubs for calling the SOAP server as HTTP requests (Kelly 2004). For developers, making the SOAP calls look the same as the normal function calls at code level.

Among the API server, MetaEdit+ provides a way to start new MetaEdit+ instances from command line with different parameters and operations. This functionality is used for example starting MetaEdit+, logging in and opening projects.
3 Tool integration

Tool integration history begins from 1990’s decade. Integration was done by building integration for existing, independent tools produced by different vendors and building integration for them (Losavio et. al., 2002). Another approach was to build a framework that integrates tools by providing common data models, shared repositories or message passage system. This kind of integration is presented in (Rangarajan et al, 1997; Sum & Ibold, 1994; Lefering, 1993; Yimin & Horowitz, 1996). The main goal for all of them was to provide better support for the development process that was involving several software engineering tools for different tasks. An example of the integration frameworks is the Portable Common Tools Environment (PCTE) tool interface specification, a standard of European Computer Manufacturer Associations (ECMA). It provides specifications of data management, process control, security, network management, auditing, and accounting (Long & Morris, 1993). An example of using PCTE to integrate tools is presented in (Huw, 1991) paper.

At that time, tool integration had mostly technical aspect under review. Wasserman (1990) defined tool integration in five categories: platform integration makes tools to work on same platform. Presentation integration is used for providing a common user interface between the tools. Data integration shares the same data resource between tools, control integration defines roles of tools, where one takes control of another and make use of its functions. Process integration provides linkage between the tools and combines two separate tool processes together. In addition to Wasserman’s integration dimensions, Thomas and Nejmeh (1992) extend that viewpoint towards software engineering environments in their tool integration study: The main focus on tool integration is on the relationship between tools. The subject of integration is one or more of the Wasserman’s definitions but the focus should always be on the relationship between tools. In here, noteworthy is that neither of the studies concentrates on the user’s experience or the software engineering process, in which tool integration is built for.

Tool integration is tightly bound to integrating work phases of a process where the tools are used. Former and present, the primary goal is to integrate the activities through the
software development process lifecycle. However, the target is not reached by just looking on techniques of how to integrate software’s together, although it is still needed as part of designing the integration. Wicks and Dewar (2007) define tool integration to a binding between tools that provides environment that supports part or all of the activities involved in the software engineering process. From technical aspect, the definition is similar to what Wasserman defined almost 20 years before. However, Wicks and Dewar go further by extending their definition from technical point of view: tool integration involves, besides the technical viewpoint, also the social and economic viewpoints that are in many cases undertaken. That includes business decision and goals when considering tool integration and the net values the integration delivers to its users as well. Based on their literature review, research work approaches tool integration mostly from technical view and lack of other perspectives.

The value delivered to users by integration is rarely discussed in academic works although the very first integration solutions made for existing tools dealt with that subject. They are described in Harrison’s (Harrison et al, 2000) article: because there were no environments or co-operating tools, users created their own conventions and routines for editors, compilers and other tools to work together with, for example, piping and redirecting. Those basic operations brought value to their users and helped to raise the productivity of certain phases in the development process.

3.1.1 Support of tool integration

The integration seems to be still often weakly supported. Broy (Broy et. al., 2010) reports from embedded industry: “the engineers adopt ad-hoc integration solutions that are far from a disciplined engineering”. This happens because tools don’t provide proper ways to integrate them. Maalej’s (2009) case study shows that there exists no common or unified forms of integration. Integration solutions should support heterogeneity and changes of the surrounding environment.

There is need for common and standardized forms of integration. The integration for different activities is often reached by loose integration between tools and their support for the certain part of software development process. This is because of continuous evolution
of the software development process. Processes evolve in unpredictable way due to mix of affection of business processes, new domains, users, hardware and software. All this sets new requirements for tools and environments. They cannot be specific to one aspect or process; instead they need to be adaptable for new contexts (Ossher et. al. 2000).

3.2 Technical views for tool integration

The Wasserman’s tool integration dimensions are still useful for looking an integration implementation from technical point of view. They can help developer to collect and see possible solutions and challenges when designing tool integration. However, when designing tool integration, one has to keep in mind that they don’t answer to the question how the tool integration will fit into the processes where tools are used. In next sections the data and control levels of integration are introduced since they are the most relevant for the integration work that is introduced in this paper.

3.2.1 Data integration

Data integration focuses on the data handled by tools. It has five properties: *interoperability* defines what data manipulation is needed to share data between tools. *Non-redundancy* identifies data redundancy of the data tools share and use. *Data consistency* indicates how well tools keep data structured. *Data exchange* defines how well the tools understand each other’s data or how much work is required to manipulate data produced by one tool for the second tool to be able read and work with that data. *Synchronization* property defines the synchronization level of shared data resource between two tools.

Lewis (1990) divides data integration in three categories. The loosest integration is *data linkage*, which means two data sources used by different tools sharing some kind of common semantics. *Data interchange* means sharing data by transferring it between the tools. This requires some commonly agreed conventions or standard message protocols for both of the tools. *Data sharing* is considered when two tools have access to same data resource. This does not only require ability to handle the also to know the other tools capabilities and to take them into account when operating the shared data resource.
3.2.2 Control integration

Control integration allows tools to communicate directly to each other and let one tool to call operations of the second tool. It has two properties regarding the same thing from two sides. Provision defines the level of tool's services that are used by another tool. Use defines to what extent a tool uses the services the other tool provides. This requires standard message protocols and interfaces to access tool operations from another (Gautier et. al., 1995).

3.2.3 Synchronous and asynchronous integration

Damm (Damm et al., 2000) concentrates on the process where integration is used. The integration is synchronous or asynchronous. In synchronous integration tools run simultaneously by changing data concurrently or using replicated data and communicating changes to it. Asynchronous integration means that tools run at different times executing operation that may base on the result of other tool’s operation. Tools are using shared data at different times.

The aspect of synchronous and asynchronous integration includes three characteristics: coordination, collaboration and communication. Coordination includes rules and delegations handling the overall process of integration. Tools collaborate at some level to some artifacts. Those might be, for example, some kind of data models that tools use to execute tasks they support. Communication is handled by a messaging component or in data semantics.

3.3 Integration by extension

In addition for integrating two tools together, another way of tool integration is integration by extension. This means building a new tool for an existing integration environment. Instead of taking existing tools that support certain activities, the wanted feature is implemented as an extension inside an existing tool.

Integration by extension is common in IDEs such as Eclipse and Visual Studio. Both of these IDEs offer framework for adding extensions and include particular framework for

Another major IDE is the Microsoft’s Visual Studio. Similar to Eclipse, it is possible to build tool extension and use them inside the IDE. Like Eclipse, with Visual Studio it is possible to create and develop modeling languages and models. Microsoft DSL Tools is an environment for creating model-based development tools and languages. It operates as part of Microsoft’s Visual Studio development environment. It provides tools and editors to build and design domain-specific modeling language in graphical notation and code generators for generating application code from models. DSL Tools is run as part of Visual Studio and cannot be used without it.

3.4 Main features of tool integration revised

In this chapter, the properties of tool integration have been outlined. Basically, tool integration properties can be divided in two main categories. First, tool integration features can be seen rising from the requirements and restrictions of the software engineering process in which the tool integration is being used. Tool integration is always a construction that helps the user to work in a software engineering process. If the integration is strict for a certain process, it is often bound only to that single process leaving other possible use cases outside. On the other hand, too flexible and adaptive integration may became hard to configure and use for most of the users in processes they are involved. Tool integration should be always designed to meet the requirements that are

\[^8\]http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
rising from the software engineering process and not to force user to adopt parts of the process that he wouldn’t use otherwise.

The second perspective concentrates on the integration from technical point of view. Tool integration should work without any extra functional redundancy or data duplication. This is achieved with clear vision of the process in which the integration is made. The parts of the process are divided for single tools as well as the data that is handled and produced in the process. Some of the features are not measured, but identified to define the characteristics of integration. Tool synchronization defines whether the tools work in a single process as synchronized or if they operate on separate processes as asynchronous.
4 Integration for MetaEdit+ and Eclipse

This chapter describes the implemented integration for MetaEdit+ and Eclipse. First, the requirements and challenges are outlined in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2 the requirements and challenges of the integration are reviewed. The implemented work is looked at Section 4.3 and the overall summary is provided in Section 4.4.

4.1 Requirements and challenges

Integration for MetaEdit+ and Eclipse aims to offer more seamless process for developers that use modeling and traditional software engineering tools. This is achieved in a process, where integrated tools collaborate with each other. A process that involves both of the tools includes modeling activity done in MetaEdit+ and at least some of the activities that are usually carried out with Eclipse or other development environment. This could be coding, debugging or testing. Maybe the most important shared resource between the tools is code, which is generated from design models with MetaEdit+ and manipulated and tested in Eclipse.

By integrating two tools instead of extending one’s functionalities the principle of loosely coupled tools is taken into account. Speaking of modeling and coding, Eclipse community has several projects going on that develop modeling frameworks for Eclipse. Basically, modeling activity could be implemented into Eclipse without MetaEdit+. As this would leave all the technical integration issues faced in this work outside, the negative effect would be more restricted to the DSM tool compared to MetaEdit+.

Programming languages and techniques are open for any in MetaEdit+. Eclipse modeling frameworks support Java or XML based mapping languages for generation target format. By designing integration for DSM tool and integrated development environment in a way which allows heterogeneous environments, it is possible to extend the integration to cover other platforms, programming languages, or development environments as well. By using separate domain-specific modeling environment and development environment, the end user is always able to change between tools, techniques, and environments. For example, similar to this solution, there could be also integration for Microsoft’s Visual Studio. Being
integrated to two different environments the value of separate modeling environment can be seen more clearly.

Looking at the process of DSM, we can see that DSM is not necessary interested of code but models. Code can be regenerated whenever needed so it is not important to maintain or refactor. Why is then integration for integrated development environment and DSM tool needed? Following examples describe cases where integrating modeling and development environment is reasonable.

- The generator builder needs to know the metamodels, models, generators and code. Being integrated to domain-specific development environment, the development environment gives better support for the generator builder to design and test the code generators.
- The domain framework builder prefers development environment where he can host and build the framework code. With integrated modeling environment, the framework builder can always run code generator from modeling environment and test the framework functionality with generated code.
- The generator needs the framework code to debug the generated code to develop the generators.
- Despite using DSM as primary development method, there might still be parts in the applications what are not being implemented at the model level. Those parts need to be written to programming language by hand.
- Many developers are used to doing the development work in IDEs and the integration to Eclipse allows them to keep using the IDE when needed.

Integration that includes more than shared resources between tools requires some kind of interface for one tool to take control of another. By letting one tool to take control of another, the need of switching between tools is reduced. This makes the whole process, where tools are included, clearer. If developer needs to switch between the tools too often, too much effort is put on the process instead of actual work that is done in the process.
Eclipse provides mechanism to extend it internally but does not allow using it from outside. MetaEdit+ provides API server\(^9\) that allows Eclipse plug-in to connect and use functions of MetaEdit+. The API server provides a wide interface for functional commands. To support heterogeneous tools, API server uses SOAP\(^10\) protocol as the standardized message protocol. The SOAP protocol enables a very wide range of languages to implement the SOAP client side (Kelly 2003). However, all the information going from MetaEdit+ to Eclipse, except the return values of calls initiated from Eclipse, need to be transferred in some other way since MetaEdit+ has no capability to send SOAP calls and nor does Eclipse offer a SOAP interface.

4.2 Key requirements for the integration

The engineering process involves domain-specific modeling and traditional software engineering with the tools. Modeling is done with the domain level concepts in MetaEdit+ from which the code is then generated. Often some parts of the program, the framework, are written manually instead of modeling and generating the code (Kelly & Tolvanen 2008). The generated code contains function calls to the framework components. The design and implementation of the framework code is done in Eclipse. The final application that consists of the generated code and the framework code is compiled and run in Eclipse. MetaEdit+ needs to produce the source code in a way and in a form that Eclipse accepts and is able to load the code in.

In DSM, the generated code is not versioned, but the models are (Kelly & Tolvanen 2008). Looking of the integration solution this means that always when something needs to be fixed or changed in the modeled part of the software, the code is not touched, but instead models or code generators are and the code is generated again. The regenerated code has to replace or overwrite the old versions of generated code in Eclipse. Although no code is maintained in Eclipse, it is a good place to debug and develop the code that is wanted as output from MetaEdit+ generators.

\(^9\)http://www.metacase.com/support/45/manuals/mwb/Mw-8.html#Heading2326
\(^10\)http://www.w3.org/TR/soap/
Not versioning the source code includes those parts of the software that is generated from design models. The framework code is developed and maintained like in traditional software engineering. Eclipse provides environment and tools to store and develop the framework of the software.

Because of poor external interface, Eclipse is the master tool that utilizes MetaEdit+. The process starts from Eclipse and ends to Eclipse. It gathers the pieces of code (generated and framework), links them to each other, compiles the program and is able to, for example bundle the compiled classes and export a deployable web application package. Eclipse can also provide wide set of other tools that are used for development. For example project build tools or integrated source code version control tools. MetaEdit+ provides modeling and code generation environment, and the interface to utilize MetaEdit+ functions from Eclipse.

The integration for MetaEdit+ has the following objectives:

- Eclipse starts MetaEdit+ on the specified model repository with specified username and password.
- Eclipse shows the MetaEdit+ graphs in a view allowing user to browse them and do some basic operations like editing graph’s properties.
- Eclipse allows user to call MetaEdit+ operations for graphs such as creating a new graph.
- The generated source code is imported automatically to Eclipse after MetaEdit+ has generated the code.

The following picture shows process where both MetaEdit+ and Eclipse are involved.
The most critical part of the integration is to produce working Java code and to import it to Eclipse. In addition to the source code, Eclipse needs also resources that define its project properties, for example, the used programming language and version, the used version of Java compiler and dependencies for compiling and running the generated source code.

4.3 Implementation

The integration is implemented as an Eclipse plug-in which makes use of MetaEdit+ API server. Some basic part of MetaEdit+ model information and operations are shown and available in Eclipse plug-in which is the main user interface when using the integrated tools together. The way of implementing it that way, Eclipse as the primary UI, was an outcome of investigating the possibilities and limitations of both of tools. Eclipse supports plug-in development but it doesn’t offer any external interface for other tools to utilize it. MetaEdit+ does not support any plug-in development, but it does offer an external interface that other tools may call.

Figure 2: Workflow of the integrated process
Eclipse plug-in was developed with Java. It uses the Eclipse internal API to integrate itself as an Eclipse plug-in. MetaEdit+ API uses the Web Service standard listening SOAP calls from clients. From developer’s point of view, in Java SOAP calls are proxy classes that look like normal Java classes offering operations that are available in MetaEdit+ API server. The proxy classes are basically interfaces to the real operations in API server. The Java proxy class files are generated with standard Java tools from Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) file that is generated from MetaEdit+ API server.

The integration for MetaEdit+ and Eclipse can be divided into four parts: MetaEdit+ initialization, graph representation in Eclipse, graph manipulation, and importing the generated source code from MetaEdit+ to Eclipse.

The initialization opens new MetaEdit+ instance, logs in, opens one or more projects and starts the API server automatically. When an API connection is established, plug-in shows
user the graphs in Eclipse and allows to navigate them, make basic use for the graphs, run generators and import the generated source code to Eclipse.

MetaEdit+ is launched from Eclipse with following parameters that user has defined in Eclipse plug-in: username and password that are used for logging in, names of the projects to be opened, port number to be used with the SOAP connection and a command to start the API server in MetaEdit+. If user tries to launch a new MetaEdit+ instance when one with open SOAP connection exists, the existing connection is used and no launching is done. After MetaEdit+ is launched, the graphs of the projects that were opened are shown in Eclipse.

User can explore MetaEdit+ project’s graphs and their hierarchy in Eclipse visually. Working from Eclipse, user is able to open, edit and create new graphs to MetaEdit+ repository using the MetaEdit+ API functions. The changes are updated to a model tree view shown in Eclipse.

Every graph has a name and type name property. A graph might have a subgraph, parent graph or both. This information is used when forming the graph tree. The graph data needs to be manipulated before showing it for user in Eclipse. MetaEdit+ does not organize the graphs as hierarchical tree where one graph is child to another. Instead they are organized as a net. In order to show the graphs in a tree view for Eclipse users, the graph tree is built at runtime.

Showing the graphs in a tree view in Eclipse, user is allowed to do some basic operations for the graphs. First, graphs can be opened from Eclipse in MetaEdit+ graph editor. Although the editor is provided by MetaEdit+, the editing process starts from Eclipse and returns back to it when user is finished. The same convention is used when user wants to edit graph’s properties. The graph property editor is a separate editor from graph editor. The property editor can be opened from Eclipse and when returning back to Eclipse, all the changes made in Eclipse are updated to graph view. The third operation that is applied from Eclipse is creating a new graph. Like the previous commands a dialog for creating a new graph in MetaEdit+ is opened from Eclipse. After successful return from the MetaEdit+ wizard to Eclipse, the tree view is updated with the latest changes.
Maybe the largest part of integration between MetaEdit+ and Eclipse is the generation and importing process. MetaEdit+ generates output, the source code, which can be edited, debugged and ran in Eclipse. First, the generation is started from Eclipse. Eclipse writes its workspace location and name as key-value-pairs in a settings file that is located at MetaEdit+ working directory. The working directory location is read from the launch parameter settings which user has given beforehand in Eclipse plug-in. When generating code for Eclipse, MetaEdit+ read the code output location from the shared settings file.

Eclipse calls MetaEdit+ to start the generator for the top level graph’s generator named ‘Autobuild’. The generator’s name ‘Autobuild’ is common convention for MetaEdit+ generator that provides fully automatic generation process the produces compiled and running Java program.

The existing settings file with proper values tells MetaEdit+ to generate Eclipse project property files in addition to the Java source files. This integration makes use of previously designed, fully working MetaEdit+ Java generator which have no additional files among the source code in its output. Using MetaEdit+ and Eclipse together, Eclipse project property files are necessary for importing the source code in Eclipse and handling it as a common Java project. The required changes made to the existing MetaEdit+ generator considered mainly the Eclipse project files plus the generation output location. During the generation, the generator reads and writes values to the shared settings file. Later in the same process, the settings file tells Eclipse the name of the Java project which it should import and the Java main class in that particular project.

After the generation the control returns to Eclipse which reads the values from the INI file and destroys it. The Java project is opened automatically in Eclipse, compiled and the main class is run if its name is provided. Following picture illustrates typical generation and import process in integration.
4.4 Summary of implemented tool integration

Both of the tools have graphical user interfaces. MetaEdit+ model information is presented in Eclipse plug-in because it enables user to get the basic information of models when using Eclipse. To avoid unnecessary duplication, MetaEdit+ model editors are called and used from Eclipse, instead of creating new windows to Eclipse side. Both of the tools maintain their own look and feel, so the user is always aware which tool he is using. Data produced by tools is not duplicated. Mostly one form of data belongs to one tool. For example, MetaEdit+ stores, maintains, and makes use of the graph data. Eclipse makes use of the source code, both the generated and traditionally developed framework code. The shared settings file is shared between both of the tools. That’s because the data is used by both of the tools.

The information shared between the tools consists of the models information contained in MetaEdit+ and the generated source code that imported to Eclipse. None of these is replicated: the graph information is fetched from MetaEdit+ to Eclipse and it’s only kept in memory at runtime. All persistent data related to the models is being held by MetaEdit+. The generated source code is imported to Eclipse and is not treated by MetaEdit+ any more.

From the Wasserman’s data manipulation view, no manipulation is needed to transform the source code and project properties from MetaEdit+ to Eclipse. Nor is there any redundancy of shared data: Eclipse has always the latest generated source code.
Looking at the process which the integration has automated for user there can be seen couple of major improvements compared to the process with no integration. Suggesting that the user wants to have the generated source code on his hand and to be able to manipulate it, Eclipse makes a huge difference to any text editor. It helps in several ways to read, create, and test the written code that can be adapted later to MetaEdit+ generators. Eclipse as integrated code editor is a benefit for (meta)modeler that wants to see and manipulate his code.

Making the user to use Eclipse as primary code editor was a choice that was made after the generation target language; Java. As it can’t be changed there is still possibility to use the same design template and to implement similar functionality to some other development environment that supports other programming languages. This way the models in MetaEdit+ are kept and the only parts that need additions are the code generators to support new programming language and development environment. Actually, after this implementation work, similar solution was made to Microsoft’s Visual Studio, and new code generators were designed to generate C# and Visual Studio solution similar to Eclipse project.
5 Related work

Heiko Kern (2008) has implemented integration for MetaEdit+ and Eclipse. The solution is a mapping system that transforms metamodels and models from MetaEdit+ to Eclipse EMF framework to EMF metamodels and models. For sharing data between tools, XML transformation is used for mapping the metamodels and MetaEdit+ SOAP API is used to request the model data and build EMF models in Eclipse. In 2009, Kern has implemented similar integration from Microsoft Visio and Eclipse EMF. Both of these works include Eclipse plug-in developed for the (meta)model transformation. Compared to our work, both of these works stay in the same abstraction levels and do utilize the models for real development work. More integration solution for Eclipse is described in (Kern 2006).

Gautier describes case of integrating existing tools to EAST environment in his research (Gautier et. al., 1995). The integration includes a common User Interface (UI) for the tools provided by the platform. The integrated tools also share common data by using a shared repository. Integrating tools to an environment means in this case that none of the tools can take aggressive role to other tools. The framework has its own management mechanism where the tools need fit in.

Existing tools can be integrated also with a common platform. ModelBus environment (Sriplakich et. al., 2006) uses CORBA remote procedure call mechanism to integrate software engineering tools. Similar to our work, tools are separate from each other, heterogeneous and both using their own memory space using the same platform for communication.

Integration for Petri net analysis tool INA and Eclipse is implement by Adilson et al (2005). Their work includes modeling environment EZPetri inside Eclipse for graphical modeling of Petri net. The integration for the tools utilizes the analysis methods of INA. EZPetri produces a file containing the commands that is being executed in INA. The results are shown to EZPetri user.
6 Conclusion

In this paper, the software engineering tools and models in software engineering have been looked from the tool integration perspective. The tool integration is reviewed from the literature, giving both technical and usage centric arguments of integration aspects. Tool integration can be seen as integration of two separate tools that includes data and control dimensions of integration. On the other hand, integration is always bound to the process and activities that tools automate and to its users and organization it used by. Those aspects should also be included in tool integration design and evaluation.

Integration can be implemented in different ways. Many cases describe a platform or framework that enables tools to integrate to a bigger system. Nowadays Eclipse can be seen as this kind of platform too. It allows to build extensions that integrate new software engineering activities to existing environment. Another approach is to take two existing tools and build integration for them.

A real case integration for MetaEdit+ and Eclipse was described. The integration enables developers to use domain-specific modeling environment and integrated development environment utilizing both of them for effective use of software development. The integration contains information and workflow integration that allow user to make use of the MetaEdit+ graphs in Eclipse and to import automatically generated source from MetaEdit+ to Eclipse.
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